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China's advertising industry has experienced more than thirty years of rapid 
development，with total revenue over two hundred billion RMB Yuan，boosting 
national economic and social development. As a main operating unit of the advertising 
industry，advertising companies shoulder the responsibility of industry prosperity. 
They are facing opportunities as well as challenges， factors including rapid 
development of China’s economy，media capacity expansion driven by net and 
electronic technology and increasing demand for customers’ advertising needs provide 
luring opportunities，meanwhile，tighter supervision of government policies，fiercer 
competition and small scale with low competitive power has constituted strict 
challenges for advertising companies. Based on literature review and grounded theory 
research，this paper strives to prove the optimization of business model is an effective 
path to improve living condition and raise competitiveness of advertising companies. 
This paper uses sample of respondents from advertising companies throughout 
the country，based on literature review on business model theory，theory of enterprise 
abilities，value chain management theory，through qualitative research conducted on 
advertising industry leaders and top management of leading advertising companies，
this paper builds theoretical model of enterprise business model construct，enterprise 
abilities and performance，propose hypothesis on the relationship of variables and 
illiterate the internal relationship of business model ， enterprise abilities and 
performance as well as the regulating effect of dynamic environment. This paper does 
further analysis on the development of China’s advertising companies in three decades 
as well as the changes of their business models，finally provides suggestions on how 
to build effective business models of advertising companies. 
Through literature research，grounded theory，questionnaire survey and statistical 
analysis，this paper has drawn main conclusions as following：  
















By exploratory factor analysis，this paper develops dimensions of business 
models construct of advertising companies，including strategic choices，operational 
processes，value procurement and value maintenance. The results shows that strategic 
choices, value procurement and value maintenance dimensions have positive impacts 
on enterprise performance, except that the operational processes dimension fails to 
show significant relationship with enterprise social performance.  
2. Advertising company’s business model construct can influence corporate abilities 
Results show strategic choices and operational process dimensions promotes 
enterprise technological abilities and transformation abilities ，  while value 
procurement has positive effects on technological abilities and comprehensive 
abilities as well as a negative effect on transformation abilities; and value 
maintenance dimensions has positive impacts on all of the enterprise abilities. These 
results demonstrate business model construct can effectively improve corporate 
abilities. 
3. Enterprise abilities can directly influence enterprise performance 
This study confirms the relationship between corporate abilities and enterprise 
performance with three dimensions of corporate abilities showing positive 
relationship with enterprise economic and social performance. It demonstrates that 
advertising companies can effectively improve their performance through enhancing 
their abilities. 
4. Regulatory effect of dynamic environment and mediating effect of enterprise 
abilities 
On the basis of these studies，this paper proves dynamic environment has played a 
regulatory role in the relationship between enterprise business model construct and 
enterprise performance. Finally，this study also proves the mediating effect of 
corporate abilities between enterprise business model construct，enterprise abilities 
and enterprise performance. 
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自 1979 年以来，国内的广告业发展迅猛，平均增幅在两位数。1981 年至 2008
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 2
较大差距。尼尔森公司亚太区董事局总经理 Forrest Didier 预计中国将在未来





据显示，2008 年中国网络广告市场规模达到 180.6 亿元，相比 2007 年同比增长

















9576 家经营户，占行业总户数的 5%，广告经营额为 943.54 亿元，占行业总营业
额的 49.43%；广告公司经营户数为 124886 户，占行业总户数的 60%，广告经营
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7612 家，增长率 6.49%，而营业额仅增长 71 亿，增长率 9.14%，广告公司 2009
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